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Requirements for RUresearch Data Portal

1. Indexing of descriptive event. It looks like the mods in these data objects is being indexed but
somehow not searched in the portal.
2. Merge tabs – documentation and supp. materials – into a single category called “Project
Documentation”. Note that at least one object will have to be changed – Innovation has a
document under supp. materials.
3. Add “Back to Search Results” on the portal screens.
4. A handle to go directly to pdfs. I think this is a fairly easy update for WMS/Faculty Deposit. For
example, all articles coming from faculty deposit could be assigned an additional handle (call it pdf‐
handle or article‐handle). The handle could be created at ingest time.
5. In the full record, the citation url should not be clickable. Do we need more discussion on this.
6. We will use Project Title rather than Title; Display Project Title before Dataset Title.
7. Regarding the display of “PDF” in showfed, we could easily display the content model. So, for
articles, one would see “Manuscript” rather than PDF.
8. The word “Collection” will be removed from all metadata.
9. Regarding our shibboleth implementation, I believe it would be fairly easy to put up an RUcore page
that defaults to Rutgers University. We could also remove the search box. BTW, the search box is
totally useless. You have to search on terms like “ccm” for Morris county which no user will figure
out.
10. Add an abstract to all objects.
11. Brief record display: Title, Research genre, Type of item, Formats available, Creator(s), Date(s) of
creation, Extent, Abstract or summary, and Embargo Note.
12. Full record display: Remove Org. Name, Remove Language; Change Descriptive Event label to Data
Life Cycle Event(s).
13. Full record display: Title, Research genre, Type of item, Formats available, File size, Creator(s),
Date(s) of creation, Extent, Abstract or summary, Funder or Sponsor, Table of Contents, Contents
note, Embargo Note, Descriptive Events, Research domain, Subjects, Rights Statement, and Citation
URL.
14. Filter: Research Genre, Research Domain, Creator(s), Funder or Sponsor
15. Grace will provide contents to add to the new RUresearch web page.
16. Remove all test data objects from data portal.
17. Empty search should display all the dataset objects – not the project level objects.
18. Remove access restrictions from Monica Mazurek’s objects.

